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Proposed is a scalable, six-degree-of-freedom, pressurized docking adapter that can
connect multiple volumes while resolving all forces within itself. In a large space outpost
pass-through connection is needed between multiple volumes to maintain a continuous
pressurized cabin for crew access, translation, and egress. Zero-g docking and berthing of
elements can be done using robotic arms, thrusters, and simple docking interface hardware
because orthogonal mating is only governed by position, orientation, and momentum, but
soft capture / hard docking techniques would not work in a gravity environment because
modules cannot be brought in square with each other. Gravity docking is problematic in that
any two elements have a gravity vector and it is not practical to provide a perfectly flat
surface for them to rest on. Any stretch of natural or graded terrain still has surface
fluctuations -- maneuvering one element in respect to another would constantly be working
against a gravity vector, where uneven surfaces would cause modules to come to rest in odd
configurations in respect to each other. Manipulation of heavy elements, such as habitats will
be difficult to do with precision -- elements may be placed as close as the mobility system can
handle but would still leave the elements not in square with each other. The proposed
Pressurized Adapter for "Shirt-Sleeve" Transfer and Universal Base Expansion
(PASSTUBE) element will connect non-square and skewed elements while resolving all
forces internal to itself.

Nomenclature
ATHLETE =
D-RATS =
DH
=
DOF
=
EMC
=
PASSTUBE=
Zero-g
=

All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial Explorer mobility system
NASA Desert Research And Technology Studies field analog missions
Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters
Degrees Of Freedom
NASA Evolvable Mars Campaign
Pressurized Adapter for “Shirt-Sleeves” Transfer and Universal Base Expansion
Zero or microgravity

I. Introduction

W

HERE transportation systems limit the size of individual modules, pressurized volume required for a
particular mission duration would need to be split up into multiple manifests and delivered to the surface
separately (Howe & Wilcox 2016). In a typical outpost construction scenario, two or more large habitation modules
would need to be connected together to meet the requirements for mission duration pressurized volume (Howe 2015;
Griffin et al, 2015). Robotic mobility systems would have to off-load the habitats from landers located many meters
away and carry them to a single location to set up the outpost. Depending on the precision positioning capability of
the mobility system, modules could be placed near each other based on a certain tolerance, but orientations would
still need to be fine-tuned since the modules would still not be square with each other (Figure 1). Fine-tuning could
begin with self-leveling systems that bring the openings into a tighter tolerance of each other. Finally, a docking
adapter can take up the remaining slack and provide a pressurized fit between the two modules.
Docking adapters between surface elements will need to have six Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) in order to take up
the differences in xyz gaps and pitch-roll-yaw skewing. Docking adapters would need to accommodate full cabin
pressure between the two pressurized modules to allow for crew “shirt-sleeves” transfer. Any gaps or skewing
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would need to be accommodated by the adapter without undue stress in the load paths carried back to the hatch
frames of the elements to be docked.

      
        

   



 

    

Figure 1: Uneven planetary surfaces will require some sort of adjustable docking adapter to allow two
elements to make precision docking connections with each other
Previous studies for planetary surface docking tunnels include the Active-active Adapter proposed by the
Constellation Lunar Architecture Team. The Active-active Adapter used a compliant membrane tunnel actuated by
Stewart Platform for micro maneuvering of a dockable interface (Figure 2).
Habitat / vehicle side flange
Linear actuators
40” x 60” hatch opening
Marmon flange clamp
Target on Hab side
Compliant membrane
Fold-down decking
Stereo cameras each side
Cup & cone alignment
Throughput interfaces
Figure 2: Previous docking tunnel studies include Constellation Lunar Architecture Team “Active-active
Adapter” with rectangular cross-sectional compliant membrane actuated by Stewart Platform linear actuator
Problems with the “Active-active Adapter” approach include the use of a rectangular cross-section not optimal
for pressurized volume (flat edges would tend to bow out and resolve into a cylinder). Also, torsional configurations
would vary the loads on the membrane, potentially concentrating stresses in unpredictable ways. A third problem is
that unpredictable loads may be placed upon the hatch rims of docked habitats and vehicles.
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Pressurized habitat module

“Active-active Adapter” between elements
Pressurized rover vehicle

Rover hatch frame
Habitat hatch frame
Figure 3: Previous research: Constellation Lunar Architecture Team field prototype “Active-active Adapter”
being tested at the NASA Desert Research And Technology Studies (D-RATS) field analogs
Further studies included the NASA Evolvable Mars Campaign (EMC) modification to the “Active-active
Adapter” that still used the Stewart Platform with a cylindrical membrane tunnel (Figure 4). The circularized design
seemed to solve the problem of rectangular tunnels bowing out to tend toward a cylinder, but still did not relieve
stresses within the membrane or prevent unpredictable loads from being transferred between docked elements.
What is needed is a docking adapter solution that can adjust to xyz / pitch-roll-yaw gap differences that the
mobility systems and self-leveling platforms cannot fully address. The docking adapter needs to be able to
accommodate precision pressurized mating through micro-adjustments, without allowing stresses to pass through the
hatch frames of the docked elements.
40” square hatch with circular
clamping interface
“Active-active Adapter” stowed
(0.2m long)

“Active-active Adapter” deployed (0.8m long)
Stewart Platform (shown without membranes)
Figure 4: Previous research: NASA Evolvable Mars Campaign (EMC) modification of the “Active-active
Adapter”, circularizing the membrane into a cylindrical geometry

II. PASSTUBE Docking Adapter
Full six DOF of motion allows for a robotic end effector to orient itself in any orientation with respect to its base,
adjusting itself to xyz translation and pitch-roll-yaw rotations for high-precision manipulation. A 6 DOF robotic arm
attached to the hatch of one element would be able to fill skewed gaps and bridge across to a second element. If the
normally solid beam links of a robotic arm were to be hollowed out and enlarged for purposeful physical media
throughput, it might be able to create a wide-mouth conduit that can allow pressurized “shirt-sleeve” transfer
between two docked elements (Figure 5).
Proposed is a Pressurized Adapter for "Shirt-Sleeves" Transfer and Universal Base Expansion (PASSTUBE), an
equation-based parametric docking adapter concept that fully resolves all pressure and structure loads.
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Figure 5: Kinematic diagram of a 10-link robotic arm (optional 11th tool interface not shown). Full 6 DOF
functionality can usually be achieved with 4-5 links if joint rotation is set 90 degrees from the previous joint,
but some advantages could be gained from additional links oriented less than 90 degrees from the previous
joints. This robotic arm, using hollow members in place of the usual solid beam links, can provide articulated
throughput, including human circulation if large enough. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters for this
arm are shown in Table 2. This diagram is modified for a human “shirt-sleeves” transfer tunnel in Figure 14.
A. Equation-based Scalable Geometry
The PASSTUBE is a six-degree of freedom multi-link fully determinate robotic mechanism, equivalent to a
hollow robotic arm. For planning purposes, an equation-based model has been devised that could define an
articulated pressurized docking tunnel that would meet the requirements for a variety of mission scenarios. All
adapter dimensions, such as diameter, rotator angle, opening, etc are parametric in the planning model. Any
proposed adapter configuration will consist of multiple instances of two major parts -- two identical docking
interfaces and eight identical hard rotator rings (Figure 6). Rotator rings will have two interfaces oriented at a
parametric angle from each other, and use pressurized rotational bearings to connect to the next ring. At shallow
angles, ring joints will be passive and can be manipulated using Stewart Platform actuators. At steep angles, ring
joints would need to be actuated at each rotational joint.
The Rotator Angle is the major parameter that drives the configuration of the tunnel. Any angle from 1deg45deg is allowed. Three examples 2deg, 10deg, and 45deg are described for illustration purposes. 2deg is too
shallow for Stewart Platform actuators to passively rotate, and 45deg is too steep (these would require an actuator at
each rotational joint instead).
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Interface x1

Hard rotator rings x8

Interface x1

Rotational plane (red
dashed x9)

Figure 6: Parametric components for the PASSTUBE
Four parameters are needed to describe the design of the adapter: Tunnel Diameter D; Rotator Angle R; Plate
Thickness P; and Rotator Twist Offset G. Using the four parameters, four equations describe any configuration of
the adapter. The fully extended length of the parametric adapter can be shown by:
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The fully retracted length of the parametric adapter can be shown by:
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The maximum skew of the adapter uses the following equation:
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The maximum allowable twist of the adapter is as follows:

  =




(4)

B. Docking Multiple Pressurized Elements on Planetary Surfaces
For typical crew "shirt-sleeve" translation, the NASA Evolvable Mars Campaign (EMC) has assumed that a
tunnel 1.4m in diameter would be sufficient if the crewmember were to do a minimal crawl-through transfer.
However, larger diameter adapters are also possible, conceivably up to several meters in diameter. For this study, a
1.4m diameter adapter was assumed, where around 1.5" of tolerance (0.04m) would be within the capability of a
mobility system to place two large modules near each other. Extended (Figure 7, left) and retracted (Figure 7, right)
dimensions, as well as skewed (Figure 8, left) and twisted (Figure 8, right) configurations for the 1.4m diameter 10degree Rotator Angle adapter were studied.
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Cylindrical hard pressure tunnel
rotator segments with 10 degree
offset between joints

Linear actuators

Interface (can be Marmon clamps,
NDS, etc)
Extended

Retracted

Linear actuators in a Stewart
Platform configuration
1.5” precision z-gap adjustable
between extended and retracted
configurations

1.446m (57”)

1.487m (59”)

Pressure tunnel shown partially
transparent for clarity

Figure 7: 10 degree Rotator Angle adapter extended (left) and retracted (right) configurations and
dimensions
Cylindrical hard pressure tunnel
rotator segments with 10 degree
offset between joints

Linear actuators in a Stewart
Platform configuration

Interface (can be Marmon
clamps, NDS, etc)
0.237m (9”)

Skewed

Twisted

1.446m (57”)

Pressure tunnel shown partially
transparent for clarity

9” precision xy lateral adjustable
80 degree precision pitch-rollyaw adjustment from extended
configuration

80 deg

Figure 8: 10 degree Rotator Angle adapter skewed (left) and twisted (right) configurations and dimensions
Any Rotator Angle between 1 -45 degrees are allowed. Table 1shows a comparison of three different Rotator Angles
as applied to adapter tunnels (Figure 9).
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Table 1: Comparison of maximum and minimum lengths, skew, and twist values for 2 degree, 10 degree, and
45 degree Rotator Angle adapters
Rotator
R (deg)

Diameter
D (m)

End Plate
P (m)

Gap
G (m)

Extended
Lmax (m)

Retracted
Lmin (m)

Max Skew
Offset (m)

Max Twist
Twist (deg)

2

1.4

0.05

0.05

0.6956

0.6948

0.0208

16

10

1.4

0.05

0.05

1.4874

1.4456

0.2373

80

45

1.4

0.05

0.05

6.1000

3.1000

3.0000

360

Rotator planes (shown
red dashed)
Hard rotator segments on
shallow angles
Inflatable membrane
rotator segments for
steeper angles

2deg

10deg

45deg

Figure 9: Variable parametric tunnel lengths depending on Rotator Angle: 2 degree, 10 degree, and 45 degree
shown. If the rotator angles are too shallow (such as 2deg) or too steep (such as 45deg), rotation would be
either passive or would need to be actuated at each revolute joint. Mid-range angles (such as 10deg) could
rotate passively actuated by Stewart Platform linear actuators (shown blue in the upper right-hand
illustration).

C. Short, Low-mass Portable Adapter
A low-mass portable PASSTUBE adapter could be hung cantilevered from the side of a pressurized rover to
allow it to drive up to a habitat and make a pressurized “shirt-sleeved” connection. In addition, the rover could
collect PASSTUBE adapters from a stowed location, transport it over to a larger habitat module and leave it docked
to a side hatch to wait for future docking opportunities. A typical docking scenario could be as follows:
• A PASSTUBE adapter is delivered to a planetary surface (the moon or Mars, etc). The docking adapter
must initially be stowed in a location that is within operational range of a pressurized rover door hatch,
and must initially be powered from the lander.
• Pressurized rover approaches the adapter, and uses fine mobility maneuvering to get as close to the
waiting adapter interface as possible.
• Powered PASSTUBE adapter is remotely controlled from the rover to reach out and capture the rover
hatch frame.
• Power and data in the PASSTUBE is switched from the lander to the rover.
• PASSTUBE interface docked to the lander is released.
• Rover transports the PASSTUBE adapter to its new location and repeats the docking steps.
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Cylindrical hard pressure tunnel segments
Adapter tunnel could be designed for different lengths
depending on rotator angles -- as a compact, portable
adapter, 10deg rotator angle may result in a lightweight
solution
Adapter tunnel could be designed for different diameters
as required, including for human-scale transfer or even
large-scale vehicle transfer
Linear actuators can be used to reconfigure passive
rotator segments
Interface (can be Marmon clamp, NASA Docking
System, etc)
Figure 10: Short, low mass, portable docking adapter (10deg rotator segments)
D. Long, Highly Articulated Tunnel Adapter
A 45-degree Rotator Angle tunnel could serve as a horizontal, vertical, or sloped pressurized passage (Figure 13)
between two modules at extreme orientations with each other (Rucker et al, 2016). Hard rotator ring joints can be
connected using inflatable membranes for compact stowage, and can function in full 6 DOF articulation (Figure 11).
Interface (NDS with
pressure hatch at
each end
Pressure tunnel
rotator segments
with 45 degree offset
between joints

6 Degrees of
Freedom (DOF)
articulation
Hard ring joints can
be connected using
inflatable
membranes
End hatch and hard
ring joints keep their
shape when stowed
Membrane sections
collapse for
compactness

Figure 11: Long, highly-articulated tunnel (45 degree rotator angle tunnel has full 6 DOF articulation)
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1.09m (43”)

6.1m (240”)

Hard pressurized
rotational bearings at
each joint

Though longer and more mass than a short adapter, a 45deg rotator tunnel could have collapsible membrane
segments to allow it to stow in a smaller volume, comparable to the 10deg short adapter (Figure 11, lower right). For
a long 45deg version of the PASSTUBE, additional hardware would be required to transport it around. The
additional hardware adds one additional parameter E to the length equation, where 2E allows extra length between
segments for carry hardware such as the All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial Explorer (ATHLETE) limbed
mobility system (Figure 12).
45deg rotator segmented
PASSTUBE tunnel
ATHLETE hardware mounting
interfaces

ATHLETE mobility system
Articulated tunnel can increase
ATHLETE precision manipulation
to reach for docking interfaces on
other modules
Long tunnel would likely have end
hatches to keep itself pressurized
during transport
Figure 12: Long 45deg configuration PASSTUBE tunnel carried by ATHLETE mobility system

Figure 13: 45 degree Rotator Angle tunnel can be used as horizontal, vertical, or sloped pressurized passage
E. Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) Parameters
In addition to the derivation of four equations to describe the PASSTUBE adapter from four parameters, this
study has derived Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters and equations for forward and inverse kinematics for the
rotator segments and Stewart Platform linear actuators (Crane & Duffy 1998). Figure 14 shows the kinematic
diagram for transformations of rotators and linear actuators (simplified diagram is shown in Figure 5). Forward
kinematics is derived from multiplying matrices at each joint from 1-10. Inverse kinematics can be derived by
multiplying matrices for each joint on one of the actuators back to the origin, as a set of virtual links. Likewise
forward and inverse kinematics for each of the actuators can be determined in a similar manner. In Figure 14 an
image of a 45-degree tunnel is superimposed on the diagram for clarity, even though the tunnel would be too long
for Stewart Platform linear actuators to be applicable. Regardless, the diagram can be used equally as well for 2
degree, 10 degree, or any other degree adapter. DH parameters for the adapter rotators (dark blue links in Figure 14)
are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 14: Kinematic diagram showing transformations for rotators and linear actuators (45 degree tunnel is
superimposed for clarity even though Stewart Platform would not be applicable) – all equations for any
adapter tunnel with 1-45 degree Rotator Angles can be derived from this single diagram
Table 2: Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters for the adapter rotator segments as illustrated by Figure 5
and Figure 14 kinematic diagrams
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For shallower angles, an example kinematic diagram for Stewart Platform linear actuators is shown in Figure 15.
Forward and inverse kinematic equations using parametric variables will be derived in future work, including for
both rotator joints and Stewart Platform actuators.
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Figure 15: Kinematic diagram for Stewart Platform Linear Actuator A (actuators B-F are not shown)

III. Conclusions
The main scope of this paper was to “flesh out” the PASSTUBE concept and derive a set of general equations
that could be applied to mission scenarios. Of the three examples (2 degree, 10 degree, and 45 degree), the 10deg
and 45deg versions appear to be the most useful for surface outpost construction scenarios. The 10deg configuration
is a low-mass portable adapter that can be relocated using a pressurized rover with a docking hatch. The 45deg
configuration would need heavier mobility, but could allow for “shirt-sleeves” transfer between hatches at different
heights.
Though the scope of this paper was intended to address human “shirt-sleeves” transfer, the general equations,
DH parameters, and parametric forward and inverse kinematics could also be applied to other throughput such as
liquids and gases. Smaller hollow robotic arm PASSTUBE configurations could simply function as articulated
refueling pipes. Much larger PASSTUBE tunnel diameters could be useful for connecting large pressurized garages
over undulating landscapes.
Future work will continue to flesh out parametric design tools, general equations, and kinematics equations that
will define any PASSTUBE configuration for any mission scenario.
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